
 

 

My travel blog about CROATIA            
          
                                                                          
HELLO  
I was in Senj, my lovely followers! It is a small town 
in Croatia with a very beautiful landscape. And that’s 
why I haven’t posted a blog in the last two weeks, so 
I want to post my blog now. I want to tell you everything about where I was! Croatia is a very 
beautiful place to go on holiday, Croatia has mountains but also a very wonderful ocean. But I was 
only at the beach because I love the sea. In Croatia there are beaches with sand or with pebbles, but 
we were only on the pebble-beaches because they are often much cleaner and I like stone-beaches 
much more, you can dive perfectly.  
In the sea, there are a lot of animals: for example, sea urchins but you have to be careful they can be 
very dangerous when you touch them, so you have to wear water shoes, dolphins, many different 
types of fish sometimes they can be very big and colorful too and so on… 
The water in the ocean is salt-water it also has a bit to do with the fact that the water is also so 
incredibly clean but in some places the water can be very cold because of the currents. 
 

 

 
But in Croatia there aren’t only incredible beaches, the old town there is very beautiful too. It is 
unbelievable how old some of the buildings are. 
There is a lot of history in this city, which is very interesting too. 
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You can see, that in Senj there is a very big fortress, called Nehaj on the top of the city (the top is 
called Nehaj too). To get to the top you have to walk up very long and steep path. The fortress is 
from the 16th century and there lived Uskoks (Uskoks = Deutsch = Uskoken = militärische 
Gemeinschaft christlicher Kriegsflüchtlinge). You can go inside of the fortress and read and a lot of 
things inside for example weapons, armaments, bombs and a lot of other old history stuff from Senj. 
 
 

 

Around the city are gigantic mountains in the background. If you ask me, it looks pretty huge but also 
very awesome!  
I love Croatia because of the very nice and lovely people there and the atmosphere is indescribable 
too. 
 Fun fact: We are always at the same holiday home and the woman there is from Germany, so it is 
pretty easy to talk to her!  
I hope I could create a little idea in your head how Senj in Croatia is like! 
SEE YOU SOON!!! 
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